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Please see the Compatibility grid at the top of the listing. About the manufacturer About
Motorcraft: Nothing beats an original. The fix involves replacing either the multi-function switch
on the steering column or the wiper motor. But first, confirm yours has these symptoms. The
wipers continue to wipe at a low intermittent speed. In the old days the wiper switch actually
switched power to the wiper motor, so a problem like this would definitely indicate a shorted
switch. But nothing is that easy anymore. The multifunction switch in late model vehicles acts
as a signal to some type of controller. In the early s vehicles, the switch signaled the body
control module which switched power. But even that has changed on late model Ford products.
Yeah, another computer. The first step is to check for trouble codes. In this particular case, Ford
says the problem sets a B trouble code. Next unplug the SCCM. If you find that, repair it and see
if the wipers stop. If the wipers shut off the instant you disconnect the SCCM, then the problem
is most likely in the multifunction switch. You can check the operation of the switch with a scan
tool. Connect your scan tool and check that all the wiper modes show OFF. Unplug the SCCM
and see if the wipers continue to run. As you can see, the multifunction switch is designed to
provide five intermittent speeds, slow speed, high speed, and single wipe. If your scan tool
shows any of those modes as ON while the switch is turned OFF, the multifunction switch is
bad and must be replaced. You have to remove the airbag, steering wheel and clockspring to
access the multifunction switch. Here are the steps:. Locate the body control module BCM
below the right hand side of the instrument panel. Turn the ignition switch to the ON position.
The airbag light should illuminate for at least 30 seconds. The light should stay ON. Disconnect
the negative battery cable and wait at least one minute for the airbag system to power down.
Wait 10 seconds. Then turn the ignition switch back to ON. The airbag light should light for
approximately 6 seconds and then turn off. This may take up to 30 seconds because the airbag

module is recharging and conducting trouble shooting. Windshield Wipe. They include wiring
diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the
factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the
identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy.
Find this article useful? Share it! Most of us associate mechanical units like the windshield
wiper blades , arm , and motor as being the most important elements for keeping the windshield
clean. However, a tiny device known as the windshield wiper module is the real hero that really
allows all of these individual components to work effectively. Just like any other mechanical
component, it is susceptible to wear and tear and can break from time to time. When you
activate your windshield wipers, electricity is sent to the wiper motor, which in turn activates
the linkage, and then operates the wiper arm to move the wiper blades across the windshield.
The entire system is controlled by a windshield wiper module. Some mechanics refer to the
wiper module as the wiper governor module. It is located underneath the dashboard, above the
brake and accelerator pedal, and is responsible for the complete operation of the windshield
wiper system. The windshield wiper module is pretty well protected from the outside elements;
however, it is an electronic component and is subject to failure over time. There are a few
warning signs that will signal that you may have a bad or failing wiper module. Listed below are
some of the symptoms that you should consider. The wiper module's primary job is to send a
signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Before it can control the speed or
duration of the wiper blades, it must first tell the motor to turn them on or signal them to shut
off. There are several specific problems that might cause the wiper blades to not activate,
including the switch itself , the motor, the linkage , or the wiper arms. The wiper module also
sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering wheel to the motor to move the
blades. There are several settings on the switch ranging from speed to interval time. If you
choose a setting on the wiper switch but that setting is not activated or displayed on the wiper
blades themselves, this might indicate that the module is experiencing trouble relaying the
message to the wiper motor. If you notice that your blades are moving faster or slower than they
should, it could also indicate a problem with the module exists. In either case, a professional
mechanic will be needed to correctly diagnose and replace the wiper module is needed. The
most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you activate the switch
but don't see the wiper blades moving. You'll be able to hear an electric signal coming from
under your dashboard which is the wiper motor, but the wiper blades are not moving as they are
directed. This is typically caused by an internal circuit inside the wiper module that sends a
power signal to the wiper motor, but not a duration indicator. In this situation, you'll have to
contact a local ASE certified mechanic to replace the module as this issue can't be repaired.
The windshield wipers are a not a convenience; they are needed for safe operation of any
vehicle. If you notice any of the above warning signs or symptoms of a bad or failing windshield
wiper module , contact a local mechanic that can visit you at home or your office and properly
inspect your vehicle. As we indicated above, many of these warning signs may be caused by
mechanical components other than the module, so make sure an expert helps you determine
exactly what is wrong before buying any parts or making any repairs. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Body Electrical and Lighting Inspection. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Service Location. Wiper blades won't turn on or off The wiper module's primary job is to
send a signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Wiper blades operate
erratically The wiper module also sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering
wheel to the motor to move the blades. Windshield wiper motor doesn't move but you hear it
working The most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you
activate the switch but don't see the wiper blades moving. Home Articles. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic
Auto Repair. Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Arturo 27 years of experience.
Request Arturo. Arrived early. Great dude! Awesome work, great personality, great customer
service! Matthew 33 years of experience. Request Matthew. Arrived on time, very professional
and knowledgeable - especially about my old car. Marco 29 years of experience. Request Marco.
Great experience! Marco showed up right on time and was very polite and pleasant. He got right
to work and assessed my problem quickly and made recommendations for repair which I was
able to take care of myself later. Very good experience and would definitely use Marco again!
Clarissa 27 years of experience. Request Clarissa. Clarissa is wonderful. Start to finish the best.

Excellent communication, helpful, informative, courteous, and thorough. Would highly
recommend and specifically request her for future work. Thanks so much, Clarissa. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. Any wiper blade with a good quality rubber edge does the trick.
When snow and ice enter the equation, suddenly your choice of windshield wipers Read more.
Your Your car is equipped with a system to clean your windshield if it is dirty, called the
windshield washer system. Your windshield washer system includes: Windshield washer fluid
reservoir Washer fluid pump Hoses to disperse the fluid Windshield It's a good idea to lift up
your car wiper blades before it snows. If you don't, you could get a burnt out window wiper
motor or bent wiper arms. There are numerous ways to make homemade washer fluid. The
properties of each will vary based on the material used. Which method you choose is dependant
on what you have available around the house and what you value. There are Hi there. First
remove the wiper fuse from the fuse box or remove the battery cables. Then replace the wiper
selection switch. The switch is stuck in the on position and will not release. If you need further
assistance with Wiper problem Hi there. Check the wiper motor relay and see if its engaging or
not. If the relay is not clicking when you turn on the switch, then replace the relay. Even if the
relay clicks, its possible that the relay Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.
Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts that fit your
vehicle. Your windshield wiper pulse board receives signals from the wiper switch to control the
speed of your windshield wipers. The wiper pulse board controls all the functions of your
wipers, including turning them on and off and controlling intermittent speeds. If your wipers
won't turn on or off or operate erratically, your wiper pulse board may be to blame. A clear sign
your wiper pulse board may not be working is the wiper motor not working, but you can hear it
receiving signal. This may be caused by the wiper pulse board sending power to the wiper
motor, but not sending intermittent or duration information. If you need a wiper pulse board
module, wiper motor, or just a new set of windshield wipers, visit O'Reilly Auto Parts for your
complete repair. Skip to content. Filter By. Connector Gender Female 7 Female, Male 1. Number
Of Terminals 12 1 3 1 5 4 6 1 9 1. Terminal Gender Female, Male 1 Male 7. Car Select A Vehicle.
Search With Vehicle. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare. Car Check Vehicle Fit. Load
More. Having trouble switching your wipers on and off? It might be time to get a new wiper
pulse module from CarParts. We carry wiper pulse module replacements for a wide variety of
makes and models. Each unit is engineered to OE specifications for a guaranteed fit and reliable
performance. Our products are on hand and ready to ship anytime! Shop now and enjoy the
best deals today. For more information go to This module usually needs to be replaced once its
logic chip gets fried by a problematic wiper switch. This module lasts a long time if the electrical
wires of the components it controls are properly connected. In case you need to replace your
damaged wiper pulse module, make sure you do it correctly by following this guide. Prepare the
tools and gear up for a minute DIY task. If the wipers are not in parked position, run the engine
and operate the wipers until they are horizontally set at the bottom of the windshield. Before
working on any electrically run component on your vehicle, make sure that the electrical
connection is cut. Lift the hood and disconnect the negative battery cable with a socket wrench.
For added security, work with gloves on to prevent electrical shock. Locate the wiper motor
under the dashboard, then disconnect its wiring connector. Next, disconnect the wiper washer
pump from its hoses. Using the Phillips screwdriver, remove the screws that attach the
driver-rod to the wiper arm, then separate the driver-rod from the wiper arm. Once this is done,
go back under the dashboard and locate the module next to the motor. Remove the screws that
secure the wiper pulse module to the assembly. There may be two or more screws that you
need to unfasten. Set the screws aside. Switch the new control module with the removed one,
then secure it in place by fastening the screws. Reconnect the driver-rod to the wiper arm, the
hoses to the washer pump, and the wiring connector to the motor. Reattach the negative battery
cable, then try if the wipers work fine with the newly installed pulse module. The ability to
activate the wipers in at least two speeds at the right response time is what an ideal wiper pulse
module should be. Because wipers are important components especially during rainy weather,
it is imperative that they are controlled by a powerful control unit that can stand the test of
function and time. However, with many competing pulse module manufacturers like Dorman
and AC Delco, choosing the right one is really confusing. There are several features that you
should consider when buying, so here is a simple run-down of comparisons to help you out:.
The more products are available for consumers, the better the selection experience becomes.
AC Delco provides original equipment replacement wiper pulse modules that are crafted
according to the own engineering guidelines of the original car manufacturer. Dorman, on the
other hand, provides direct cross and non-direct cross modules, and some are classified either
for the front or the rear wipers of the vehicle. While both provide quality wiper pulse modules,
you are better off going for the one that offers an easier product search. AC Delco and Dorman

offer pulse modules that run on 12 or 24 volts of power, depending on the suggested
requirement by the vehicle manufacturer. With AC Delco, you also get a window wiper and
washer controller, which is a great help if you want to electronically operate the wipers. Some of
these controllers allow the wipers to increase or decrease speed between strokes, and the
settings can be changed as necessary. On the contrary, with Dorman, you get a new cover plate
and hardware together with the product, which are not as good as new wiper controllers. All AC
Delco wiper pulse modules come with a year or 12,mile limited warranty, while those from
Dorman have a lifetime limited warranty. Despite this great pricing difference, you still have to
see if the prices guarantee a good quality. Both AC Delco and Dorman are good names when it
comes to wiper pulse modules, but take note of these comparisons when shopping. Both
brands offer quality replacement modules, warranties, and unique features, but still, the
greatest choice determiner will be the price. Weigh your options side by side your budget, and
settle for the quality you could live with. Wipers have come a long way from their old forms.
Back in the early days of automobiles, wipers works in sync with your engine. Therefore, the
speed of the wipers' movement is determined by how fast you are going. The old assembly
used a vacuum motor which was deemed inefficient. Fortunately, automotive engineers have
turned to electronic components to solve that problem. As technology progressed, the wiper
pulse module was designed to allow different speeds that can match your needs. Here are some
things you should look into when buying this part. As always, vehicle compatibility should
always be taken into consideration whenever you are buying a new part for your precious ride.
To begin with, browse the selection of modules that are categorized under the year, brand,
model and trim. It is possible that certain models under the same brand share the same
components for more basic mechanisms like the one found with wipers. But of course, you will
not know that right away unless you have immersed yourself in the manufacturing plant. So it
would a safe option to stick to the specifications available when matching the part with your
vehicle. Otherwise, you might be risking mismatch issues with the harness, connectors,
mounting points and dimensions. The next thing you want to consider is the ease of installing
the part to your vehicle. Carefully inspect the details and features of the package, and see if
there is an installation kit that goes along with it. You will find it very helpful if the package
already have wires and connectors along with the circuit board itself. This takes away the
hassle of looking other compatible components that are needed to complete the assembly. It
does not always follow that the cheapest option around should be the most practical. You
should always follow the caveat emptor perspective where you carefully examine the quality of
the build. We do not want you to end up with a cheap product that gets broken and leaves you
needing for another replacement. Do avoid getting into this hairy situation, we advise you to do
a little research on the manufacturing brand and look for product reviews from actual users.
This should help you eliminate unreliable parts. You might want to look into the available wiper
speed presets. Just having a low and high speed as your only options might not be sufficient
enough to clear your windshield from water droplet during heavy rains. When you get more
presets than the original, just be open to have modifications on your wiper switch. When buying
this component from any store, always ask if it comes with a warranty. This value added service
can help you save costs if ever the product becomes faulty within the provided warranty period.
When you use that, you can either enjoy a free repair or replacement from the manufacturer.
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Wiper
Pulse Module. Refine by:. Wiper Pulse Module part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Wiper
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Jun 13, Wiper Pulse Module Guides. Dorman vs. Cutting the electrical connections Before
working on any electrically run component on your vehicle, make sure that the electrical

connection is cut. Locating the wiper motor and the module Locate the wiper motor under the
dashboard, then disconnect its wiring connector. Removing the old module Remove the screws
that secure the wiper pulse module to the assembly. Installing the new module Switch the new
control module with the removed one, then secure it in place by fastening the screws. In some
models, the wiper pulse module is located at a far-flung area under the dashboard. Make sure
that you do some body stretching first before getting down on the floor to install the new
control unit. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

